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Random-dot cinematograms comprising many different, spatially intermingled local motion vectors can produce a percept of global coherent motion in a single direction. Thresholds for discriminating the direction of global motion were measured under various conditions. Discrimination thresholds increased with the width of the distribution of directions in the cinematogram. Thresholds decreased as the duration of area of the cinematogram increased. Temporal integration for global direction discrimination extends over about 465 msec (9.3 frames) while the spatial integration limit is at least as large as 63 deg’ (circular aperture diameter = 9 deg). The large spatial integration area is consistent with the physiology of higher visual areas such as MT and MST.
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INTRODUCTION When moving targets are time sampled and displayed as a sequence of frames, motion perception improves when the length of the sequence exceeds two frames. This improvement has been demonstrated for various aspects of motion perception including visibility (Burr, 1981) the maximum step size at which motion can be seen (Nakayama & Silverman, 1984; Snowden & Braddick, 1989b), detection of motion within a noisy display (van Doorn & Koenderink, 1983; Downing & Movshon, 1989), speed discrimination (McKee & Welch, 1985), motion interpolation (Morgan & Watt, 1982), and vernier acuity (Morgan, Watt & McKee, 1983). With random-dot cinematograms comprising distributions of many different directions, Williams and Sekuler (1984) found that the probability of perceiving coherent global motion improved with increased duration up to about 440 msec (11 frames at 25 Hz). Using similar stimuli, Watamaniuk, Sekuler and Williams (1989) found that direction discrimination reached asymptote at a duration of about 580 msec (10 frames at 17 Hz). The present experiments were designed to measure systematically the time and space over which motion information is integrated. The stimuli were random-dot cinematograms in which dots took independent twodimensional random walks of constant step size. The direction that any dot moved, from frame to frame, was
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independent of the dot’s previous movement and the movements of other dots. All dots within a single stimulus chose their movements from the same probability distribution. These stimuli, comprising many different spatially-intermingled directions, result perceptually in global motion in a single direction, appoximating the mean of the intermingled directions. Note that our stimuli were designed to put the greatest possible demands on the spatial and temporal integrative capacity of the visual system. Because a new sample of directions is drawn for each frame, the aggregate of directions of movements at any moment is an approximation of the underlying distribution. As a result, a more faithful approximation of the directions in that underlying distribution can be developed if the visual system integrates directions over many dots and over several frames. Although we have demonstrated that spatial and temporal integration occurs in random-dot stimuli for both direction and speed (Watamaniuk et al., 1989; Watamaniuk & Duchon, 1992), the present determine the limits of that integration. To anticipate our results, direction discrimination thresholds decrease as the stimulus duration increases, up to about 500 msec (10 frames). Also, thresholds decrease as the spatial extent of the stimulus display increases, up to a diameter of at least 9 deg (area = 63 deg’). Finally, discrimination thresholds increase as the range of directions in the cinematogram increases. METHODS Observers



The first author (SNJW), one undergraduate and one graduate student served as observers for all experiments. 2341
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All observers had previous experience as participants in visual experiments. Except for SNJW, all observers were naive to the experiments’ purposes. All observers had corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Stimuli Stimuli were random-dot cinematograms composed of 256 dynamic random dots generated by a computer. The dots were plotted on an x-y display (Tektronix 604 monitor with P-4 phosphor), at a rate of 20 frames per sec. For all experiments, dots took two-dimensional random walks of constant step size (0.6 deg). With this step size and the geometry of addressable points on the display, the mean direction of the stimulus could be changed in 0.5 deg increments. The two-dimensional random walks were created in the following way. For every frame anew, each dot’s movement was chosen from a predefined Gaussian distribution of directions* stored as an array of increment values. Gaussian distributions with different standard deviations (SDS) were used in different conditions. The increment array held 256 pairs of values, each consisting of an x-axis increment and a y-axis increment. From this array, the computer chose randomly, with replacement, increment values for the dots’ movements. Sampling with replacement results in a distribution of directions for any one frame that was a random sample of the underlying direction distribution. After 256 x- and y-samples had been drawn, the chosen increments were added to the dots’ current positions and the dots’ new x- and y-positions were transmitted to the cathode ray tube (CRT) display via high speed digital-to-analog converters. The initial screen location of each dot was randomly determined at the beginning of each sequence of frames. This constantly shifting spatial array made it impossible for an observer to base a direction judgment on information about dot pattern. Apparatus Experiments were conducted in an isolated, darkened room, with a CRT positioned on an elevated platform fastened to a table. A mask, with a circular aperture, was attached to the face of the CRT. For most experiments the mask measured 9 deg of visual angle in diameter when seen from the viewing distance of 57 cm. This mask allowed the observer to see about 163 of the 256 dots at any one time. Each dot subtended 0.05 deg of visual angle and had a luminance of 0.27 cd/m2.t The luminance of the surrounding mask was 0.07 cd/m2 while the veiling luminance was 0.03 cd/m2. These luminance values produced a stimulus that was easily seen but not so bright as to produce afterimages when viewed at the *The discrete nature of the display made it impossible to present a continuum of directions. We approximated a Gaussian distribution by sampling at 1 deg intervals. tThis value was obtained by plotting a matrix of non-overlapping dots (center-to-center spacing was 0.06 deg) at the same frame rate as used in the experiments. The luminance of this matrix was then measured with a Minolta luminance meter.
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longest duration. Each experimental session 25 deg, thresholds make a dramatic increase. This abrupt change in threshold is not expected in the context of signal detection theory. Some other factor must have come into play to produce this abrupt change. One such factor that may have influenced our obser\,ers’ performance is incomplete coherence. We USC the term incomplete coherence to refer to a situation in which the width of the direction distribution is increased beyond a putative coherence limit so that some of the direction components of the stimulus are not integrated completely. Williams and Sekuler (1984) found that the probability of seeing coherent global motion, as a function of the width of the direction distribution. did not follow a step function going from coherence to incoherence. Instead their psychometric functions had steep but finite slopes showing that there was a gradual transition from complete coherence to complete Incoherence. Thus, it seems that there is a weakening of coherence (i.e. some directions are not integrated completely), as the direction distribution gets broader. before the global percept is destroyed completely. A more sensitive assay of global motion. such as direction discrimination. might reveal the weakening of coherence in the form of decreased precision before the global percept is lost. In the present experiments, our large SD stimuli may have had wide enough direction distributions to produce incomplete coherence. Thus although the global motion percept was not lost, the inability to integrate some directions completely may have caused a precipitous decrease in the precision of the perceived mean direction. This could have caused the dramatic rise in thresholds as SD increased beyond 25 deg. Further support for incomplete coherence comes from Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi and Newsome ( 1985) who showed a transition in coherence with plaid stimuli as a function of the contrast of the grating components. They found that at particular contrasts, sometimes the gratings cohered and at other times they did not (see also Welch & Bowne, 1989). Physiological
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We suspect that the rather complex direction-integration process necessary to perceive global motion occurs in higher visual processing areas such as the middle temporal area (MT) and the medial superior temporal area (MST). One indication that MT neurons are capable of the kind of processing needed in the present task is that they respond to complex pattern motion. Movshon et al. (1985). using moving plaids as stimuli, found that cells in VI encoded the motion of each of the oriented components while a population of MT neurons encoded the resultant motion of the plaid pattern.



LIMITS



OF DIRECTION



The physiology of these higher-level cells also supports temporal and spatial integration in motion perception. Mikami, Newsome and Wurtz (1986) have demonstrated temporal integration in MT neurons by showing that multiple displacements of an apparent motion stimulus are necessary to elicit a strong directional response. In addition, if one assumes that the spatial extent over which direction information can be integrated is dependent upon the receptive field sizes of the neurons encoding the direction of global motion, MT and MST neurons could also support large spatial integration. The receptive fields of MT neurons are, on average, 100 times the size of those in Vl (Gattass & Gross, 1981) while those of MST are larger still, some covering a whole quadrant or more (Van Essen, Maunsell & Bixby, 1981). Further support comes from Sclar, Maunsell and Lennie (1990) who found that the contrast needed to make MT cells reach one half of their maximum response decreased as the size of the stimulus increased up to 300 deg*. If perception of stochastic cinematograms like ours requires the kind of the integrative processing attributed to cells in MT or MST, the size of receptive fields in those areas may well account for the large integration areas that we and others have found for motion tasks.
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CONCLUSION



To summarize, when the task is to discriminate the direction of global motion, the visual system integrates over long times and large areas. Our temporal integration limit of about 465 msec (9.3 frames) agrees with that found by other investigators for comparable motion tasks. However, our estimate of the area over which integration operates is larger than any previously reported, though it is consistent with the physiology of motion-selective cells in cortical areas believed to be involved in integration of diverse motion signals. Finally, the gradual rise in discrimination thresholds as SD is increased (up to about 25 deg) may reflect the interaction of internal noise processes with the statistical characteristics of the stimuli. A model of direction discrimination of global motion in which performance is dependent upon stimulus statistics and the internal noise processes of the responding visual system is qualitatively supported by our data. In another paper, we develop a quantitative statistical ideal observer model that takes into account the temporal and spatial limits found here (Watamaniuk, 1992). As a preview, the ideal observer model with two free parameters, a scaling factor and an internal noise factor, provides good fits to direction discrimination data obtained at many durations, areas and SDS.
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